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FOUNDATIONALISM VERSUS ANTI FOUNDATIONALISM 

IN AFRICAN EPISTEMOLOGY 

G. O. Ozumba 

Introduction 

Our topic of discussion is a rather complex subject matter. To consider African epistemology is a complex 

issue. Then, to tear apart the different aspects of African epistemology and to gaze at its different component parts is 

even a more complex and tasking business. It is our interest in examining the general epistemological outlay of the 

African people that serves as the goal to explore this aspect of African epistemology. 

Elsewhere, we had argued that if African philosophy is no longer in dispute, then, African epistemology 

which is its heart cannot be estranged from its parent body. We therefore proceed in our discussion by assuming that 

the existence of African epistemology is an accepted matter. Summarily, we can point to numerous works done in 

this area at least to silence the doubting Thomases. If we forget everything, we cannot forget the works of Kwasi 

Wiredu in the area of African Philosophy. His book Philosophy and an African culture speaks volumes about the 

nature of African cultural epistemology. Using his Akan cultural materials, he examined such issues as “Truth as 

Opinion”, “To be is to be known” and he has examined some of the problems that inhibit the growth of African 

epistemological enterprise. This has led him to recommend the path of conceptual decolonization as the way out. 

The areas to decolonize include language, religion, politics and morals. The Africans are enjoined to think in their 

language. The linguistic colonization of the African minds has resulted in the warped up picture of reality which the 

Africans have. We cannot think in our language and speak in a foreign language. The place of “theoretic exigency” 

which leads to the need for linguistic sovereignity cannot be over emphasized. A reading through of Oladipo’s work 

on Philosophy and the African Experience, provides us with the justification for treating the existence of African 

epistemology as a foregone matter. Kwasi Wiredu alone has worked on issues ranging from African rationality, the 

concept of mind, truth in Akan language, death and after life in African culture, canons of conceptualization in 

African thought and numerous others. 

What then do we say of works done by Kwame Gyekye who has worked on “the Akan Conceptual Scheme 

and the concept of a person”. C. S. Momoh has worked on modern theories in African philosophy, A. G. A. Bello 

did a work on “an objectivist reply to Wiredu’s anti-objectivism”. His work borders on the conceptions of truth and 

fact. Oladipo has done some work on reason, identity and the African quest. Sogolo has worked on translation 

problems, meaning and reality, in African thought. Barry Hallen and Sodipo have worked on Knowledge Belief and 

Witchcraft in the Yoruba context. While Sodipo alone has worked “on the concept of chance in Yoruba traditional 

thought”, “the concept of cause and change in Yoruba traditional thought”. E. A. Ruch on his part has worked on 

African attitudes to knowledge. K. C. Anyanwu and E. A. Ruch’s book on African Philosophy: An Introduction, 

introduces us to the main philosophical terms in African thought pattern in contemporary Africa. Time will fail us to 

mention works done by Sopie Oluwole, Innocent Onyewuenyi, Joseph Omoregbe, Chukwudum Okolo, Odera 

Oruka, Andrew Uduigwomen, Robin Horton, Paulin Hountonji, Uzodimma Nwala of the Igbo Philosophy fame and 

countless others. 

Definition Of Concepts: 

Having convinced ourselves that African epistemology is a reality and not a rarity, we wish to get on to our 

subject of discourse. The major concepts that confront us include, foundationalism and anti- foundationalism. We 

need to define them before locating how they feature in African epistemology. Foundationalism is “the 

epistemological view that holds that there exist non-inferentially basic propositions whose truth and certainTy can 

be obtained through direct and unmediated experience”. These basic propositions are self justifying and incorrigible. 

They are incorrigible not because they are 
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infallible but because it is logically impossible to correct them. This means that anti-foundationalism is the opposite 
of foundationalism. It is the view that knowledge need not, or in fact is not built on certain non-inferentially basic 
propositions whose truth and certainty are obtained through direct and unmediated experience. 

A Critical Review 

The issues are as follows: 

Foundationalism courts correspondence theory of truth while anti-foundationalism courts the coherence 

and pragmatic theories of truth. By this we mean that foundationalism argues that epistemological castles are not 

built in the air rather they are upshots from some concrete foundation. The view here being that if all truths are 

inferred, we may never be sure of the epistemological status of such truths since the bases of such truths are not 

themselves certified true. It was the this fear that led Descartes to indulge in his search for the one truth, the starting 

point of all knowledge, the indubitable principle upon which all knowledge will be built. If the basis is true, only 

then can deductions from them be capable of being true. For Rene Descartes, the first principle is the “Cogito”. 

Foundational truths are regarded as non-inferentially given, self-evident, axiomatic, intuitive, clear and distinct. 

On the other hand, anti-foundationalism has to do with propositions that really do not insist on a basis of a 

foundational type, rather, countenances that what is important is that the propositions cohere with other propositions 

which are accepted as likely pictures of reality. The anti-foundationalist position is fired by the belief that nothing 

can be known with certainty. There is no unmediated, direct knowledge. All we have are pictures of reality given to 

us through our different theoretical backgrounds and spectacles. For the anti-foundationalist, to have the ability to 

reach a stock of basic propositions which are non-inferentially given and unmediated is seen as an exercise in 

dubious pretension. Whatever we see, know, imagine or purport to introspect are all inferences which have no final 

determinable origin. While the foundationalists strive to escape the scourge of the skeptics’ challenge that nothing 

can be known with certainty, the anti-foundationalists affirm the skeptics” position, but, argued that, the skeptics 

challenge is spurious because it requires a super human solution for a human problem. Foundationalism tries to 

solve the problem of infinite regress and arbitrariness while anti-foundationalism sees infinnite regress as solvable 

through arbitrary fixing of boundary. The anti-foundationalists recognize human epistemological enterprise as a 

business for fallible cognizers and not an utopian game for ideal cognisers. For them, we must avoid pretensions and 

then state the epistemological rules in human and realistic way instead of setting ideal and unreachable standards 

only to indulge in an unprofitable wild-goose chase that will result in mystification. 

In contemporary times, W. V. O. Quine, has provided us with a different way of looking at reality. For him, 

the criteria and procedure of traditional epistemology is in default. He argues that there does not exist any non-

inferentially basic truths or propositions per se. All we have are background theories which are arbitrarily selected to 

serve the epistemologisf s end. For him, truth is a linguistic affair and being linguistic means being human and being 

human means being fallible, inferable, mediated and. tentative. The only absolutes that are realistic are man-made 

absolutes in the realm of epistemology. Perception is an uncertain exercise, now we are perceiving one thing at 

another time, a different thing while looking at the same thing. For Kuhn, perception is like putting on of “thinking 

caps” and different spectacles. 

For Stephen Stitch, Quine’s proposal is not only anti-foundaitonal but a proposal to naturalize 

epistemology. Quine has criticized traditional epistemology for thriving on the ‘ought’ instead of the ‘is'. Quine 

thinks that asking ought questions will make epistemology not to be realistic - It will concern itself with the idea 

rather than the down to earth scientific procedure of reaching knowledge. This is because Quine thinks that evidence 

is all we need to be able to formulate our picture of the world. For Stitch, there has to be a standard not just evidence 

or else, we will have many contradictory pictures of the real world all with overwhelming evidence percolated from 

our individual perspectival points. Stitch argues that since we have normal and abnormal human subjects, we cannot 

rely on all evidence alike. 
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Foundationalism Versus Anti Foundationalism in African Epistemology. 

With our arguments in the foregoing, we can say that the battle between foundationalism and anti-
foundationalism is not a fickle one. It is indeed a fierce one. Be that as it may, we want to find out whether we have 
indications of such battles in the realm of African epistemology. 

The African Dimension: 

The African is not a detached observer. The African in attitude and action endorse the saying that ‘seeing is 

believing’. The Igbos say “ahu na nya ekwe which means “ I will believe only when I have seen” this attitude is 

characteristic of the Africans. This, they, in line with our previous analysis reveals that the Africans begin their 

epistemological enterprise by first observing reality. The acceptance of their observation as true or false is dependent 

on how what is observed corresponds or deviates from putative facts of the case. You not only see, you touch, feel, 

confirm and judge what is seen. At times, the place of a witness is important in securing the veracity of a given 

observational object. The Africans do not discriminate very distinctly between what is seen and what lies behind 

what is seen. Every claim to existence behind the phenomena is always resisted by requesting for a proof for its 

existence. This is not to say that appearance is completely the same with reality in African Ontology but reality is 

what can be proved or substantiated either by experiential, ratiocinative or extra sensory means. Reality is hardly 

assumed, it is proved and where evidence is lacking, such objects of observational focus are kept in the cooler until 

an authentic way of observing it is proven. Most of the theoretical entities accepted in western scientific ontology 

may not be acceptable to the African. 

One may ask, do Africans not have a spiritocentric dimension to their ontology? It is another matter for the 

African. The way he verifies spiritual realities is quite different from the way he verifies observational or physical 

realities. To observe spiritual realities, the African must have been initiated into the Spiritual school for adepts. He 

develops the necessary equipment for spiritual vision and then can speak authoritatively about spiritual entities. This 

is the exclusive preserve of the initiated, the adepts and the endowed. It is not the province for all and sundry. An 

African philosopher will need to go beyond philosophical training to delve into Mystical knowledge to be able to 

perceive some other realities which are not easily accessible to ordinary minds. 

Our position here is to show that the African’s attitude epistemologically speaking is one that harmonizes 

the foundationalist and the anti-foundationaalist conceptions of reality. The Africans never pretend that castles can 

be built in the air. They have a strong foundationalist orientation, they believe in causal relationships. Nothing for 

them happens without a cause. This by implication means that there is a root to every occurrence. The root is the 

foundation. It is the knowledge of the root that grants impetus for the talk about having adequate knowledge. The 

root must share a kind of necessary relationship to the effect. They may apply what Bacon calls “the process of 

exclusion” to determine what the root is. The root is said to stand out clear and distinct, and its invariable 

relationship to the effect is also confirmed. 

However, above this foundational connection, epistemological process continues at the non- foundational 

level where the African tries to cohere his different substantiated ideas by building bridges among ideas to link them 

up thereby producing a second order reality which stems from the first order type. It is believed that if we have 

established hard core truths based on observational evidence, that safe deductions can be made and the ideas can be 

tied together. This is so because the African is interested in the whole more than the parts. The parts are important 

only as they are seen to complement the whole. African ontology is, therefore holistic. The need for interconnection 

of parts is the necessity for the coherence theory about reality. 

From what has been said, it becomes clear that the Africans are truly integrativist and holistic in their 

conception of reality. For the African, truth means that what is said corresponds to a real state of affairs. Imagined 

things are only seen to enjoy differing levels of probability depending on the extent to which they cohere with 

known reality. The African may however disagree with Quine’ that reality is a purely linguistic construct. For the 

African, reality is the agreement between the linguistic and the extra linguistic. 
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Words must be chosen to represent what is not words (extra linguistic state of affairs). Like this, the African 
in his epistemological inquiries merges the foundational and the non foundational elements of knowledge. 

Conclusion 

We conclude by saying that the African epistemological apparatus is better equipped to absorb the conflict 
engendered by the western excessive analytic approach to reality which makes foundationalism wholly antithetical 
to non-foundational conception of reality. 
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